Accenture’s world-class delivery capabilities bring together our global reach, industrialized assets and deeply skilled technology and industry professionals—all focused on generating measurable business value for our clients through reliable, cost-effective and consistently high-quality services. We meet our clients’ immediate business challenges while simultaneously helping them to define and deliver next-generation innovations through the power of our close, collaborative relationships.

No one does delivery better than Accenture. With professionals in more than 50 centers, Accenture offices and client locations, the Accenture Global Delivery Network is unmatched—delivering strategy, digital, technology and operations services. Our clients are the biggest names in their industries as well as emerging powerhouses.

Delivery excellence is about making sure we achieve our High Performance promise for our clients.

Our environment of continuous improvement helps us drive ever-higher levels of productivity, precision and predictability. Supported by deep industry, technology and business acumen, and by an unsurpassed breadth of industrialized capabilities—including processes, methods, tools, architectures, analytics and metrics—Accenture delivers game-changing solutions to help our clients attain high performance.

ACCENTURE GLOBAL DELIVERY NETWORK
A FOCUS ON IRELAND
A FOCUS ON IRELAND
The Accenture Delivery Center in Ireland is a part of the Global Delivery Network, with a location in Dublin. The center is truly delivering services at the intersection of business and technology. Our clients have direct access to our top talent, deep industry knowledge, industrialized breadth of capabilities, certifications and more. The center in Dublin has a strong focus in infrastructure services, especially service desk, combined with time zone compatibility.

TOP TALENT
Ask our clients what sets Accenture apart, and one of the top answers will be: our people. Across every client conversation, every project, every location, we bring motivated people with an enormous range of business, industry and technology skills. Rooted in a strong culture of client service and success, they truly are top talent, whether measured in knowledge, skills and ability, or in character, attitude and commitment.

The knowledge and insights of our professionals are continuously refreshed through an unparalleled learning curriculum that extends their business, technical and professional skills. In fiscal 2016, we invested $941 million in training and professional development for our people, using digital learning technologies to help deepen skills and drive innovation.

DEEP INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE
Industry is at the core of our business. Advanced functional, technology and outsourcing solutions make a difference to business performance only when they are applied to the specific challenges and opportunities of your industry. Accenture has extensive specialized experience in more than 40 industries spanning communications, media and technology, financial services, health and public service, products and resources.

Our track record of teaming with hundreds of companies within a sector at scale enables us to create new, industry-specific solutions and platforms—such as Health Administration BPO and Insurance BPO—that meet the unique needs of organizations in those industries.

INDUSTRIALIZATION
Ask any athlete: When you perform the same task over and over, you can become the best in the world at it. That’s how Accenture approaches delivery—streamlining, standardizing, pushing relentlessly for consistency and quality—our industrialized breadth of capabilities set Accenture apart in the marketplace.

Our proven tools, innovations, automation, reusable assets, shared services and process optimizations generate extraordinary increases in productivity and quality. Our unwavering commitment to continuous improvement enables Accenture to deliver cost-competitive, world-class solutions to our clients around the globe, with pace and certainty and with higher levels of precision and predictability.
And we can be agile, Accenture Global Delivery Network developing solutions with an iterative approach and deep client collaboration.

**STANDARDIZATION**

Innovation and standardization go hand in hand. By using consistent methods and tools, we speed time to delivery and achieve dramatic productivity and quality improvements that can lead to innovations.

For example, our Accenture delivery methodology distills the collective experience of our professionals working around the world into a set of proven processes, methods, tools, metrics and architectures, which together provide common assets to enable our global teams to deliver high performance for our clients through consistent solutions. Anywhere in the world, you get the best of Accenture, which helps our clients improve speed to market, increase efficiency and effectiveness and raise productivity to new heights.

**CERTIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS**

Our commitment to bringing our best people and best performance to our clients can be seen in the wide range of Accenture’s industry-wide external certifications.

**OUR SERVICES**

**TECHNOLOGY SERVICES: MOVING FROM ISSUE TO OUTCOME WITH STRATEGIC AGILITY**

Accenture Technology helps companies achieve extraordinary results harnessing technology to achieve higher levels of business performance. We provide a full range of innovative consulting and outsourcing solutions—from the development of IT strategy to the optimization, management and security of the underlying infrastructure, applications and data. A strong orientation to the unique challenges of our clients, combined with decades of experience translating board-level objectives into industrialized, lower-risk technology solutions, enables us to collaborate with organizations to help them achieve measurable improvements in performance.

**INNOVATING IN EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES**

We keep one foot in today and one foot in tomorrow. We help clients achieve business value from emerging and advanced technologies to support critical initiatives and fuel their growth engines. Exciting technology innovations are available to companies today—cloud, mobility, open source, embedded systems and more. Yet these technologies must be planned and implemented in a way that reduces risk and increases the opportunities for sustainable, strategic value. We help clients do just that by aligning the right technologies with their unique environments.

Committed to innovation, we leverage the groundbreaking work of Accenture Technology Labs, the technology R&D organization of Accenture, to apply advanced technologies in bold new ways to address many of the key business challenges facing our clients today.

**OUR ALLIANCE ECOSYSTEM**

We extend our technology and business capabilities through a powerful alliance ecosystem of market leaders and innovators to provide our clients the best specialized skills and tailored solutions.

**OPERATIONS SERVICES: CUSTOM AND STANDARD SERVICES TO DELIVER MEASURABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN PERFORMANCE**

Today’s challenging economic climate, as well as the need for competitive business advantage, has fueled growing demand for Business Process Outsourcing (BPO). BPO can deliver significant cost savings and cash flow improvement, while simultaneously giving organizations access to new skills and capabilities, and a business model to help position them for growth. Accenture pioneered the BPO market more than 20 years ago and we continue to drive innovation around the world.

Accenture uses its business insights, analytics capabilities and extensive experience to help our clients create outsourcing innovations that can lead to new products, differentiated strategies, higher revenues, more profitable customer relationships and continuous operational improvements. We are continuously defining new, standardized, industry-specific operations services that result in real business outcome, including costs and risks.

**ACCENTURE OPERATIONS SERVICES**

Accenture offers a vast range of operations services to enable high performance. These include function-specific services such as procurement, supply chain, learning, HR and finance and accounting, as well as services geared to the needs of specific industries such as utilities, insurance and health care. Regardless of function or industry, our mission is to help your organization improve its operating and market performance, beginning with a smooth transition and a rapid return on investment—all the way to the long-term stability, predictability and continuous improvement potential for which the best BPO services providers are known.
ABOUT ACCENTURE

Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad range of services and solutions in strategy, consulting, digital, technology and operations. Combining unmatched experience and specialized skills across more than 40 industries and all business functions – underpinned by the world's largest delivery network – Accenture works at the intersection of business and technology to help clients improve their performance and create sustainable value for their stakeholders. With approximately 425,000 people serving clients in more than 120 countries, Accenture drives innovation to improve the way the world works and lives. Visit us at www.accenture.com.
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